Installation Instructions
RS40 Referee Stand Padding
Parts Checklist
Verify all parts listed on packing list are present prior to installation.
Quantities shown are per goal. If more than one goal is to be reworked, check the packing slip
for these quantities multiplied times the number of goals to be reworked.

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
1. Remove the padding components from the box.
Identify the pieces by their length.
Note: There are three pads that will slip over the edge of the platform and these pads are
identified by their length and the vinyl covering. The vinyl covering for these pads has
hook and loop Velcro with peel and stick edges sewn onto the edges of the vinyl.
2. Remove the vinyl covering from the foam by opening the Velcro closures on all the pads
except the three platform pads. Make sure to keep each piece of vinyl with its respective
foam piece.
3. Install the 69.5” vertical foam pads onto the referee stand making sure the half cut out is
at the bottom of the stand and the slots and holes in the foam match up to the horizontal
tubes and the platform.
4. Install the vinyl covering on the foam and close the Velcro openings.
5. Install the two 19.38” horizontal foam pads onto the front to horizontal rungs of the ref
stand.
6. Install the vinyl coverings for these foam pads.
7. Install the 22” horizontal foam pads onto the spacer tubes at the bottom of the ref stand.
8. Install the vinyl onto these foam pads.
9. Open the slit of the 19.25” foam platform pad and slide it over the lip of the platform.
This pad is at the front of the platform on the referee stand.
10. Lay the vinyl cover over the foam and peel off the white protective strip from the
adhesive of the Velcro. Stick the adhesive to the top of the platform.
11. Pull the vinyl over the foam and up underneath the platform. Remove the second white
protective strip and secure the tape to the underside of the platform.
12. Repeat steps 9 through 11 with each of the side platform pads (the 17” platform pads.)
13. Make sure all Velcro enclosures are secure and the referee stand with padding is ready
for use.
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